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19,396 
Undergraduate Student Body 
JMU in Numbers 
4,350
Freshman Class  
64%







1 section = 20 students 
74 sections per semester (average) 
1 Librarian
Why?
∗ Some inherent problems with asynchronous LI 
∗ An example from an upper level Sociology class
Some inherent problems with asynchronous LI 
Some inherent problems with asynchronous LI 
Some inherent problems with asynchronous LI 
Why?
∗ Practical considerations (delivering LI)
∗ Improving student engagement with the material
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“Research…as part of 
the series of steps in 
the writing process”
Research as inquiry 



















for credibility and 
will recognize the 
role of scholarly 
sources.”
“Give credit to the 









Determine type of 
research paper  
Develop search words







Guide on the Side  via
LibGuides via

















• Variability of methods of presentation
• Humor
• Incongruity & Conflict
• Inquiry 
• Story of biography 


Did we reach as many students as face-to-face?  
Did we maintain the attention of the students?
Did we adequately cover the content to facilitate 
student learning?  
How?/Addressing Assessment
Students reached  
Student Assessment 
& Evaluation 
Semester Students Reached Session
2014 Spring 251 In class
2014 Fall 552 In class
2015 Spring 368 In class
2015 Fall 471 Tutorial




The tutorial format helped 
keep my attention.  
The tutorial was boring.
“I like the side bar … so yes 
the format was good.”
“No, it was interesting to 






Topic selection 96% 4%
Searching for information 99% 1%
Citing sources 99% 1%
Instructor Evaluation 
Generalized feedback via email 
survey 
• Instructors
• First Year Writing Coordinator
• First Year Writing Committee 
“Overall, I feel these 
tutorials give students 
a good baseline for 
research and topic 
generation.” 
“I like that the video broaches the subject of 
audience; however, the tutorial doesn’t wholly 
address audience. Targeting an audience is a 
critical component of narrowing a topic and can 
be important in initial phases topic generation.” 
Library Self-Evaluation 
Evaluation of impact
Evaluation of time spent 
Looking Forward
Reach more students
• Current tutorials to new instructors
• New tutorials on requested topics 
Move beyond ‘just’ FYW
• More advanced IL topics
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